Analysis of proteins showing differential changes during ATP oscillations in chondrogenesis.
Prechondrogenic condensation is a critical step for skeletal pattern formation. Our previous study showed that ATP oscillations play an essential role in prechondrogenic condensation because they induce oscillatory secretion. However, the molecular mechanisms that underlie ATP oscillations remain poorly understood. We examined how differential changes in proteins are implicated in ATP oscillations during chondrogenesis by using liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry. Our analysis showed that a number of proteins involved in ATP synthesis/consumption, catabolic/anabolic processes, actin dynamics, cell migration and adhesion were detected at either the peak or the trough of ATP oscillations, which implies that these proteins have oscillatory expression patterns that are coupled to ATP oscillations. On the basis of the results, we suggest that (1) the oscillatory expression of proteins involved in ATP synthesis/consumption and catabolic/anabolic processes can contribute to the generation or maintenance of ATP oscillations and that (2) the oscillatory expression of proteins involved in actin dynamics, cell migration and adhesion plays key roles in prechondrogenic condensation by inducing collective adhesion and migration in cooperation with ATP oscillations.